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Even New Zealand-srnall and more than 1500

kilometres from its nearest neighbour-cannot escape

the insecurity caused by nuclear proliferation. Whereas
in 1950 only two countries had nuclear capabilities, now
there are many. The United Kingdom, France, China,
and India have tested nuclear devices; Israel, Pakistan
and South Airica probably possess them. Even the
possibility that poiitical protest groups could acquire
nuclear weapons cannot be ruled out. After warming
during the 1960s and early 1970s, the relationship
between the two superpowers has Irosted again. With the
Middle East, South-East Asia, and Eastern Europe in
turmoil, the possibilities o{ nuclear war are not remote.

Faith in existing institutions, power structures, and
ways of doing things prevaiied into the 1960s. Since then
civil rights groups, women's liberation movements,
environmentalists, and consumer protectors have acted
to change existing power structures. Now there are
separatist movements which assert their independence in
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Catalonia, Quebec, and
even in New Zealand. There are movements such as the
Baader-Meinhof groups in West Germany which openly
aim at anarchy or a complete change of system.
Nationalism in developing countries, coupled with the
rise of communism and Islam, has challenged world
capitalism. The oil embargo of 197 4, the nationalisation
o{ the middle eastern oil fields and the quadrupling of the
price oi crude oil were {urther challenges. Increasingly
the complexity o{ world relationships has been
demonstrated. New Zealand too has been forced to try to
make sense out of this kaleidoscope of realities.

CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES

New Zeaiand owes its economic "take-off" to
technology. The basis for its prosperity was laid in 1882,

when refrigeration was applied to the shipping of
perishable foodstufis. And technology has since then
driven New Zealand's development. Trains, trucks,
tractors, and later the aeroplane opened up the country.
Artificial fertilisers and insemination increased
productivity in agriculture. In the 1960s there was still
little doubt that machines based on oil would continue to
make New Zealand's products profitabie. The oil price
hikes of the 1970s changed that. Although export
earnings have been high since 1974, increased payments
for oil imports offset this to condemn New Zealand to a
serious balance of payments problem. A current account
de{icit of 995 million in March 1974 rocketed to $1,290
million a year later. Since 1977 it has consistently been
over $700 million5. Forced to look in their own backyard,
New Zealanders, were delighted to discover resources
which could support a number of different developrnent
paths. We could, for example, become energy
self-sufficient by using established or recently developed
technologies to make synthetic petrol {rom gas or coal; or
we could achieve the same objective by using different
technologies and iarming our energ.y requirements.

Other technological breakthroughs have affected New
Zealand's social fabric. One of these is birth controi.
Childbearing ceased to be the primary focus o{ most
women's lives as couples gained control of their fertility.
Today nearly one-fiIth of married women have no
children. Other factors have encouraged women to take
advantage o{ their new-found biological {reedom.
Automatic ovens and washing machines, for example,
have freed women from time-consuming home duties^ So

the number o{ women in paid employment has increased
dramatically in recent years. The number of females in
the work Iorce has increased at a rate twice that oi males.
The percentage of married women actively engaged in
the work force rose {rom i 3 percent in 1956 to more than
32 percent in 1976, The percentage is {ar greater i{
married women working iewer than 20 hours a week are
included. At the same time there has been a

restructuring of iamily relationships. The 1976 census
showed that only about one-hal{ of households were
composed oi two parents and 2 children. In 1966 such
{amilies had made up 60 percent of all households. Now,
more people live in single or solo-parent households; as

childless or post-rearing couples; in extended groups or
in single sex partnerships6.

Another technology to have brought prolound social
change into New Zealandwas television. Beiore 1960,

New Zealanders had to search out their entertainment,
their in{ormation, their life images in the cinema, in
printed material or at live events. Since then more and
more people have had access to these services in their
own living rooms. Surveys suggest that the average
person over 10 years oid spends 24 hours a week in front
of the box. It is quite possible that by their fifteenth
birthday children will have spent more time watching
TV than at school . Television has emphasised to New
Zealanders that they are part of one world cuiture. It has

accelerated the flowering o{ the consumer society.
Generally materialistic, New Zealanders have
enthusiastically embraced the newest goods and services
seen on TV. Advertisers have indeed been successful:
fast food chains mushroom; cars and boats are moving
well; electronic organs and stereos are enjoying a boom;
"Slirne", a green plastic putty, enjoyed quick sales after
appearances on TV. Some commentators suggest that
increasingly people seem to create their lile images from
TV. They use television experiences to handle specific
life problemss.

Now New Zealanders face the sweeping changes
brought by another technology. In 1950 computers,
satellites, and robots were terms used in science fiction.
Now such electronic technology promises to usher in a
new age. The most important contribution to the
electronics revolution has been the silicon chip. A
smaller than thumbnail-sized mass of minute circuitry,
the chip has the power of a room-sized computer of
twenfy-five years ago. Between 1960 and 1978 the cost of
computer calculations {ell by a factor of 100, while their
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It is all very well to have visions of a post-industrial
society. But how is New Zealand to slip smoothly from
its present into the coming era? Is a smooth transition
possible? And can New Zealand's traditional goals o{

material security and social harmony still be achieved?

Change brings in its wake human problems.
Nevertheless, by adopting two techniques, New
Zealanders can minimise Iurther social dislocations.

THE ART OF ANTICIPATION

Although most New Zealanders are becoming aware
o{ the changes of the last 30 years, they continue to be

surprised when their private lives are affected. As a
result, decision makers are forced to react to them in a
hasty manner. The way unemployment is being dealt
with is a good example oI hasty reaction. Politicians and

bureaucrats in business and government service worry
about the future; parents and children fear for their
cherished aspirationsl community workers Ior those who

cannot satisfy the demands of the work ethic. Blame is

apportioned. The wellare state, technoiogy, the

unemployed themselves are criticised.
Short-term solutions from the past are used to alleviate

the situation. Like sticking plaster, wellare measures

such as dole payments, special work schemes, and

"Nourishment Centres" are introduced. Some

short-term measures are, o{ course, necessary to alleviate
the problems of the present. They won't, however, do
anything to avoid luture surprises. So our normal
reactive approach must be supplemented by anticipatory
thinking.

One oI the Iew things certain about the {uture is that it
will contain unwelcome surprises. Such things as genetic
engineering, nuclear war, giobal depression, and climatic
change could affect our expectations of employment even
more than the microprocessor. Moreover, the fuII ef{ects

ol surprises {rom the immediate past are still to be felt.
The current round of unemployment is not caused
mainly by microprocessor technology, {or example; nor
have we yet heard the last of the energy crisis. Then, the
Iull demands of social movements like the women's
movement and the Maori communiry have yet to be
recognised, let alone met. Uniess we examine the
assumptions which underly our personal
decision-making, we could run out of sticking plasters
and face a Iuture in which we are incapable o{ surviving a

never-ending hail of surprises. But such sweeping,
dramatic statements are useless to people. They need
an analytical tool which allows them to make decisions
today, reasonably confident that their decisions can
anticipate whatever the future may bring.

Such a tool does not need to predict the future' The
future is not predetermined and any attempt to
anticipate it must be imaginative. However, to imagine
just one Iuture is as pointless an exercise as trying to
predict one. In a time o{ change a number o{ alternative
images are possible. The existence of alternatives is one

reason why conflict about New Zealand's development is
so heated. Imagination is a very personal thing. We do
not see things as they are; we see them from our own
point of view. In imagining an energy future, for
example, many people these days see an energy
self-sufficient New Zeaiand. Some want to use our gas,
coal and all available development capital to achieve this
goal as quickly as possible. They beiieve that resources
exist to be used {or our benefit. Shortages of resources in
the future will be overcome. Others dislike this version of
an energ"y self-su{ficient New Zeaiand. They want to use
renewable resources such as solar energy or liquid fuels
produced from trees to achieve sel{-suf{iciency. Since gas
and coal are not renewable resources, they should be
conserved and used carelully over a number of
generations. In this example different values and
perceptions have led to different chains of logic and
different pictures o{ an energy sel{-sufficient New
Zealand. Each chain o{ Iogic can become part o{ a
context for development. A society which seeks to
develop the art of anticipation is one which considers
many contexts belore making decisions.

THE LOGIC OF PARTICIPATION

New Zealanders have become aware of the urgent
need to choose new directions. Alternative directions
have been easy to find, but consensus about which
direction to choose seems impossible to Iind. The
dillerent aspirations arising from di{ferences of role, sex,

income, age, and place oi residence have been
accentuated, for example, by ioss of economic
opportunities, more formal education, television, and
effective birth control. Consensus in politics seems

largely to have been abandoned.
In a democracy everyone has the right to have his or

her views considered. There is no single legitimate view
o{ the national interest. So decisions affecting the
national interest must be fully debated. Conflicts are best
exposed and then tackled by the participation of all
people interested in the debate. UseIul participation
requires an educated and informed popuiation.

This method ol decision making raises two difficulties.
One is that many areas in need of decision are so

specialised that only highly trained experts can decide
complex technical alternatives. The allocation of
Irequencies in telecommunications is such an area. As
the general public cannot hope to reach the ievel of
knowledge required to make detailed technical decisions,
this work must be left to experts. This does not mean,
however, that the public cannot be well enough inlormed
to set policy guidelines. In the telecommunications field,
for example, people can learn to understand the costs
and benefits of installing or not installing certain types of
telecommunication equipment. Experts, in short, are
there to advise and to carry out policy decisions. They
have no special right to use their version o{ the national
interest to overrule others.
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Population Distribution

New Zealand's population distribution is changing.
The post-war years have been a period of rural
depopulation, with a drift to the north, anci widespread
urbanisation, particularly around Auckland. As at
March 1.977 the cities and boroughs housed 73 percent o{
the popuiation, and occupied about 1.4 percent of the
total area of the country.

New Zealanders move about a lot. An indication o{ the
overall mobility is the fact that 4 people in l0 shifted
their home at least once in the 5 years be{ore 1975, many
of these leaving ior better jobs overseasli.

Education

By international standards New Zealarrd has a
well-educated population. There is almost 100 percent
literacy. UNESCO statistics {or 1976 show that out of 40
countries New Zealand had the fourth highest number of
tertiary students per 100 000 inhabitants. In 1978,32
percent of the population was enrolled at educational
institutionsl2.

The International Association ior the Evaluation of
Educational Achievements conducted a study of
education including reading tests in 15 countries
between i970 and 1972. A sample of 14 year-olds in
full-time schooling undertook these reading tests. The
national averages were obtained and New Zealand
ranked highest Ior reading comprehension, ninth Ior
reading speed, and eighth equal for word knowledgel3.

New Zealand, Iike most other OECD countries, is

experiencing a trend towards greater diversi{ication of
studies and of the student popuiation, with the
enrolments for part-time studies grorving rapidlyla.

NATURAL RESOURCES

New Zealand is well-endowed with sotne natural
resources. The way it uses these resources will be an
important {actor in determining its Iuture.

Figure Al.2-Neut Zealand's Indigenous Energl Resources

lndigenous Energy Resources

Although modest by worid standards, New Zealand's
primary energ-y resources are abundant when compared
on a p€r capitabasis. Figure A 1 .? I jsts indigenous energ'y
resources, current rates of use, and the estimateci
potential resource size. Figure A1.3 compares indigenous
with imported primary energ'y consumption.

Figure A1.3-l{ew Zealand Current Primary Energl
Consumption fu T2pe

Indigenous

Gas
Condensate
Coal
Electricity ...

Imported

Imported Oil 174 PJ +5"2

64 PJ
30 PJ
5'1 PJ
63 PJ

o//o

r 6.6
/.6

14.0
16.4

Total 38s PJ

Source:G. F. Preddey, CFF, \{ellington l98l.

One petajoule (PJ) will provide the annual domestic
energy demand for 27 000 dwellings-a city the size oi
Hamilton or Lower Hutt.

Agriculture

Productive agriculture currently takes place on around
14 miilion hectares of the country's totai Iand area of 26.9
million hectares, some 52 percent of the total. Pastoral
farming predorninates because New Zealand is a hilly
country-60 percent.of the land has a slope greater than
i 8". I'igure A I .4 below provides a detailed breakdown o{
land use in New Zealand.

100

Resource Nature Current Use Estimated Potential

Maui, Kapuni gas ...
Maui, Kapuni condensate .::
S ub-bituminous coal (steaming)
LigniLe coal (low grade)
Hydro electricity
Ceothermal

Direct solar
Wood

Wind
Wave, tidal

non-renewable
non-renewable
non-renewable
non-renew'able

renewable
renewable

renewable
renewable

renewable
renewable

64 PJ/yr
30 PJ/yr
54 PJ/yr

59 PJ/yr
4 PJ lyr

(electricity)

s 916 PJ
549 PJ

13 500 PJ
28 s00 PJ

20s PJ
54P!/yr (electricity) 416 PJlyr (heat)

6 PJ (i.e., 50% ol domestic hot'"vater)
64 PJ (1980), 140 PJ (2000) (wood to

methanol)
? large*-equal to hydro eiectriciry?
? large

Source:G. F. Preddey, CFF, Wellington 1981.
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51.8%

13.0% (est.)

Figure A1.4--Land [-lse in l\{ew Zealand ]976

1.6%
1.4%

3.O%

9.9%

19.3% (est.)

Native flora, Mountains, Water Sur{aces

Parks and Reserues

Native Forest Managere.ent

Exotic Forestry

Grazing I-and

Crops, Fruit

IJrban

Source: Land Alone Endures, Departrnent of Scientific and
Industrial Research, I 980.

New Zealand's favourabie temperate climate, with
high sunshine hours and abundant rain spread fairly
evenly throughout the year, allows less energy-intensive
Iorms of agriculture than practised in other developed
countries.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the New Zealand
economy. The productive capacity oI the land has been
built up and is maintained by the application of
phosphatic fertiiiser and by careful grazing management.
Some of this land could be used {or trees or crops {or
Iiquid {uel production. Horticulture is expanding
rapidly. Although l0 percent of New Zealand's land is
suitable for horticulture, only one-sixth oi this is at
present used intensivelyl5.

Forestry and Fishing

Native forests represent over 90 percent of the total
forest area. Timber production is primarilv from the
exotic {orests. Trees can be grown for sawn timber
production, pulpwood, to produce energy, and for a
variety oI other uses. The large exotic forestry planting
programme of the past 20 years, combined with the
unusrrally last tree growth that occurs in New Zealand,
means that there will be a huge increase in wood supplies
from about 1990. The projected increase in suppiies is
shown in Figure A1.5.

A1.S-Projected Exotic Log Production B7 LogFigure
TNe

:a

=

Source:New Zealand Forest Service 1981.

New Zealand has one of the largest Exclusive
Economic Zones in the world. Although the productivity
of the zone is not high by international standirds it still
contains a substantial fisheries resource. The total
amount of fish harvested from the zone in I979 was
around 275 000 tonnes. The New Zealanddomestic fleet
caught approximately 33 percent of the total. Current
estimates of the maximum sustainable f.ield of
commercially attractive Iin fish, squid and shell-fish are
between 415 000 and 620 000 tonnes annuallv.

OTHER RESOURCES: CULTURE, |NSTITUTIONS

New Zealanders do not have one strong unifying
tradition. T hey have come from diverse backgrounds
with influences from liberal, Christian, socialist, Maori,
and other traditions. Recently, some New Zealanders
have been searching for independent, ,,alternative,,
lifestyles. There are, therefore, few cultural barriers to
change. Indeed, a 1968 study found that in comparison
lr,'ith people in 50 other countries, New Zealandi.s *e."
the most advanced in adapting to change16.

New Zealand's political system has at times responded
energetically to the challenges it has faced. For example,
in two periods, the 1890s and the 1930s, the State has led
glange, making New Zealand into a social laboratory.
The State has also presided over periods of social
conservatism in the 1920s and 1960s.
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Most organisations in New Zealand have tended to
become increasingly centralised and are organised on an
hierarchical basis. Examples are the bureaucracv,
business, transport, and ieisure organisations. People are
ambivaient towards these centralised institutions,
particularly the bureaucracylT. In some circumstances
they wish to see the State's role reduced, whiie in other
circumstances they are prepared to give the State a
larger roie hoping that it can solve various problems.

New Zealand has an established comprehensive
communications network including the Post Office
services, radio, television; and other media. In 1976,94
percent of households had television and 90 percent had
a teiephone. Using existing communications networks it
is now possible to have immediate access to the
knowledge in data banks in other parts of the world. At

present most of the means o{ cornmunication are ou'ned
and controlled by the pubiic through the State.

New Zealand spencis about $150 miliion per year on
research and development (about 0.9 percent of Gross
National Product). Approximately 1 percent of this is
spent by private non-profit agencies, almost 20 percent
by business errterprises, and about B0 percent b,v

government agencies. Of this 80 percent the greater
proportion is spent by government departments. the rest
by universities. Just under half of this departmental
expenditure goes on primary production research, about
20 percent on the natural environment and about 15

percent on manufacturing and processing.
Regardless o{ how Nerv Zealanders pursue their {uture

development, available resources will set limits to u,hat
can be achieved.
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MODELLING OF CONTEXT ECONOMIES

For each context an economy has been described
which is consistent with its philosophy. These have been
quanti{ied and examined using the EMILY version o{

the Victoria Planning Model adapted to project ahead to
the year 20 t 0r .

This model was set to maximise consumption given
the constraints which are the facts o{ life {or the New
Zealand econorny. These include:

(i) The growth of the labour force;
(ii) The rate at which non-renewable natural

resources are used up;
(iii) The rate o{ increase in the capital stock which

itself depends on the Ievel of investment each
year and that in turn dePends on the
disposition o{ expenditure between private
and public consumption on the one hand and
investment {rom saving on the other;

(iv) The rate of growth of new technology, usualiy
described as technical progress:

(v) The rate of growth of exports;
(vi) Changes in the terms of trade and the growth in

imports w'hich are thereby provided;
(vii) The level oI overseas delicit and therefore

overseas borrowing which is thought
desirable and feasibie in terms of its iuture
financing.

By specifying growth rates for each of these variables
and the quantitative reiationships between them, it is
possible to calculate growth in GDP and consumption
which could emerge over the decades ahead.

The 2010 Economic Strusture

The picture of the economy which emerges {or the year
2010, or round about that time, depends on the resources

then available, on how they are used, and on the
particular context which applies.

The resources available depend in some cases and to
some extent on outside events and, in other cases, on the
growth pattern over the next three decades.

Thus, the iatrour {orce in 2010 is regarded as being
determined by non-economic considerations. The terms
of trade, expecially insofar as these reflect changes in oil
prices, are largeiy determined by factors external to Net'
Zealaod.

But the level of national resources available depends
very much on the rate of exploitation which has occurred

over the previous three decades anci on the rate of

exploitation regarded as permissible in 2010. And the
stock of capital in 2010 will depend on the rate of growth
o{ investment over the preceding 30 years. So, too, will
the level of factor payments abroad depend on the
amount o{ overseas borrowing which has been conducted
over the period.

Technology in 2010 will depend on new techniques
developed here and abroad and on the extent to which it
is thought useful and desirable for these to be adopted.

Whatever the casual factors at work, the level of
resources available in 2010 will determine the picture of
the economy, the potential level o{ GDP and its
disposition in various ways. These in turn will depend
largely on which of the Contexts is preferred.

Thus, each Context implies strategic choices between:
(i) Private and public consumption;

(ii) Consumption and investment;
(iii) High exports and imports and low exports plus

import substitution;
(iv) High or low overseas borrowing;
(v) Greater or lesser use of non-renewable natural

resources;
(vi) Fult use of available labour or toleration of

substantial unemPloYment;
(vii) Greater or lesser uptake of new technology.

Multisectoral Choices in 2010

In addition to the above choices, there are a number o{

others implicit in the Contexts which follow from the fact
that the economy is not a single sector but is made up of

alarge number of sectors, each seiling goods and services

to each other and each making dif{erent products with
different input requirements and diiferent contributions
to exports. Hence it is not oniy a question, for example,

of the level of exports andlor imports but also of the

particular and appropriaie sectorai mix of exPorts, e'g.,

more or less agricultural products or manufacturing or
whatever. Similarly, there are choices as to where
investrnent ought to occur, what kinds t-rf goods would
enter into consumption, what type o{ Iabour/capital mix
should be adopted in each sector, and so on.

A range of choices such as these is made availabie to
the modei and then, via the Iinear programming routine
which it uses, it selects that particular Pattern of choices

which yields the highest Ievel of consumption in 2010. In
each Context, this range of choices has been narrowed to
re{lect the special fiavour and characteristics of that
Context.

The general choices available to the model depend, of

course, on the assumption that present economic
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relationships such as those between consumption and
income or capital versus labour substitution remain
mathematically unchanged. This may not be
appropriate for a 30-year interval.

Lastly, to take account of environmental influences,
allowance needs to be made for the fact that eflects on the
environment diifer vastly as between different sectors
and different sectoral structures of the economy.

For each Context the model was used to simulate the
overall state of the economy in 2010 i{ all the above
external conditions remained unchanged. It was also
used to simulate the effects of worsening terms of trade
and of a major rise in oil prices.

The results, which are discussed in the Context
chapters, can be regarded as useful first approximations
which can be improved upon as the model is developed
and refined in the future . The direction and rate of change ol
the major variables such as consumption, GDP, and
employment, should be seen as more important than the
absolute aalues the model has produced.

Aboue all, the economies should not be compared in isolation

from their accompanying institutional and social arrangements.
Economic modelling as it is used here prouides a set of indicators to

Itelp organise one's thinking about the future. It is an analytical
instrument, not a crystal ball.
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A Ready Reference to Terms Used in this Booklet

Altematiue futures--Different images oi what the world could be like.
AnaLylical lool-A method or way o{ separating and ordering ideas in

order to examine and clari{y them.
Anticipatory thinking-A way of thinking which enables people to cope

with and inlluence Iuture changes, whatever they might be.
Appropiak technologierTechnologies which support a culture and

allow its economic and social goals to be achieved.
Basic needs-Requirements, essential for huJnan li{e, e.g., iood, shelter,

clothing.
Biomass-Material derived {rom plants, trees, or animal waste from

which luels can be produced.
Biospher*The "mantle" oi soil, water, and air which supports life on

earth.
CLoning-The process of reproducing identical plants or animals {rom a

single cell of a parent.
Common Good--lJeneral welfare.
Compuler teminals-Devices which may store, process, display, and

communicate information transported to and from them.
Conserter sodetl+A society which deliberately restricts natural resource

use in order to achieve social and environmentai goals.
Consumer societl-A sociery based on an economic system which

muimises production and consumption of goods by, e.g., built in
obsolescence and advertising.

Context for deaelopment-The important Ieatures of a society which couid
persist into the iuture i{ a particular ser ol values was widely held.

Ecolog*An area o{ study concerned with the patterns ol relationships
between organisms and their environment.

E conomic indicators-Statistical measures ol economic per{ormance.
Electronic mail-Documents or letters transmitted via telephone lines,

cables or electromagnetic waves (radio, TV, light) e.g., within
countries and between countries.

Etlic--Principles or rules oi right conducr according to which people's
actions are judged.

Extractiae industries-lndustries which mine or harvest natural
resources.

Free enterpds*Economic activity which occurs with a minimum of
government control.

Futurist-A person who researches and discusses the future ol society,
its trends, possible eventualities, and various options available.

Gcnetic engineering-The practice oI manipulating genes to change the
characteristics of plants, animals, and possibly human beings.

Infomation socieU-A sociery in which over 50 percent o{ GNP is
produced by the processing, storing, transferring, and marketing o{
information, probably but not necessarily by high technology
media. These media include both computer and telecommunica-
tions devices.

Interdlpendenc*A term which describes the complex relationships
between human beings and their environment. The world is made
up oi many natural and social systems. Change in any one aflects all
others.

Microprocessor-A very small computer.
Parlicipatory dmocrary-System of government in which the decision

making is shared through wide consultation with the public.
Post-industnal society-\Nhtle industrial society is based on machine

technology, post-industrial society is shaped by an intellectual
technolog'y. Its main elements are a new system o{ knowledge and
technical innovation, and the use of computers.

Piaate enterpis*Economic acrivity which is largely in the hands ol
small business.

gl0ssARY

Reactiae thinking-A way of thinking which is based on the assumption
that the future will be like the past.

RasourrerRenewable-continually regenerated naturally e.g., forest,
Iish, grass, solar, wind, and wave energy.

Non-renewabl*resources which are limited. Once used
they cannot be replaced e.g., coal, oil, minerals.

Self deuelopment need-The need o{ each individual to develop his/her
own potential to the iull.

Se$-reliant-Reliance upon one's self, one's own abilities.
Self-safficimt-Ability to supply one's needs one's self.
Spacrship-earth-The view oi the earth as a lile supporr sysrem which

has linite resources and a limited capacity to adapt.
Steadl-State Economy-Aa ecomony which maintains a consrant stock ol

people and goods at some desired level.
Steuardship-The idea that man has a responsibility towards the

natural world, and has a duty to protect and preserue its resources
{or Iuture generations.

Sustainable Resource aseA level of resource use which can be
maintained for the forseeable Iuture.

Turbulenc*A state of complexity which requires new methods of
understanding and new methods {or predicting behaviour.

Values-ldeals and goals which are highly regarded.
World Vieu*Set of assumptions and beliefs which providc a Iramework

which people use to interpret the world around them.
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New Zealand's economic Position.

Social harmony has been disrupted by

new social divisions. To make progress in the

future New Zealanders will need to learn to use

their resources in new ways and develop new approaches

to security and social harmony. This booklet presents

{our development philosophies as a set of contexts

for thinking about New Zealand's future. Each

philosophy leads to a different way of life.

The major features of these contexts for

development are explored to helP

readers clarify their own beliefs

and make their own choices

for the future
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